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Introduction
These guidelines introduce the new Black Country Pathology Service (BCPS) brand.
The BCPS identity is designed to create a distinct visual style, while working within the overall branding
of the NHS, clearly showing that it is part of the respected NHS brand. The NHS has its own
comprehensive brand guidelines, which should be referred to for anything not covered here.
It is important that everyone reads and follows these carefully so that we can present the organisation
in a consistent and positive way.

The key elements
There are four main visual elements to the brand
1. The NHS format Black Country Pathology Service logo
This is the most fundamental part of the visual identity.
It must appear on all publications and the rules
regarding its size and position, together the space
around it, must be carefully observed.
– see page 3
2. The BCPS 'wave pattern'
This is the second most important part of the identity
and should also appear in some form on all
publications. It is a flexible decorative element. It
should most usually appear as a narrow horizontal
band running the full width of a page, but may also be
cropped and stretched to help make creative designs.
– see page 5
3. The BCPS initials
NB: this element is not and must not be used as an
alternative to the standard NHS format logo. It is an
additional decorative element. Its use is optional. It may
be used in conjunction with other text, for example
within a heading or strapline. It may also be used
independently in a decorative manner.
– see page 6
4. Credits and Strapline
A strapline “NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country”
should be used wherever possible. A credit line listing
the NHS trusts which provide BCPS services must appear
in small print on all publications.
– see page 7

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group
NHS Foundation Trust, The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall
Healthcare NHS Trust.

In addition there are important guidelines on
The use of colour – see page 8
The use of type – see page 9
Email signatures – see page 10

Key to symbols

Writing style and conventions – see page 11

✔ = standard use

The use of images – see page 11
And you can also see
Examples of the brand in use – see page 12
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The NHS format logo
This logo follows the standard NHS logo format. It must appear at least once on all publications.
There are strict guidelines regarding its use.
Size and positioning
• It must appear in the top right hand corner.
• On A4 the height of the blue box should be 9mm.
• On A4 there should be a 10mm margin to the top and the right.
• On A4 a clear areas of 9mm must be maintained around the logo.
• On other sizes of publication these dimensions should be increased or reduced in proportion.
• There should not normally be any other elements to the left of the logo at the same level.
• It should normally appear on a white background.
|< 9mm >|

|<10mm >|
|<10mm >|< 9mm >|

ALSO NORMALLY CLEAR

|< 9mm >|

|< 9mm >|

CLEAR AREA
|< 9mm >|

A4

✔

Alternative options
• Where space makes it necessary a twoline version of the logo may be used.

✔

• The logo may appear in black only
where no colour print is available.
• The logo may appear in white out of
solid NHS blue.

✔

• The logo may appear on a pale blue or
grey background or pale photograph.
• For online use ONLY the logo may
appear in a left justified form in the
top left corner.

✔

✔
ONLINE
ONLY
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DO NOT...
• Distort the logo.
• Re-colour the logo.
• Re-draw the logo or change the text.
• Re-position any elements.
• Add shadows or other effects
• Place the logo on a black, dark coloured or dark photographic background.

✗

✗

✗

✗

✗

✗

✗

✗

For further information on the use of the NHS logo see:
www.england.nhs.uk/nhsidentity/identity-guidelines/organisational-logos
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The BCPS 'wave pattern'

✔

This is the second most important part of the identity and should
normally appear on all publications.
It is intended as a flexible decorative element.
In its most usual form it will appear as a narrow horizontal band
running the full width of the page.
However, portions of it can also be enlarged and stretched to form
larger decorative shapes and used in creative ways, for example to
frame a photograph.
Guidelines for use
• Unlike other elements there are no hard and fast positioning
guidelines.
• The logo may be stretched, cropped and enlarged.

✔

• Individual elements may be extracted for creative use.
• The colours MUST NOT be changed

✔

✔

✗
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The BCPS initials
This is an additional decorative element and its use is not essential on any publication.
It may be used in conjunction with other text as a more interesting way of displaying the initials in, for
example, headings or straplines.
It can also be used independently in a decorative manner.

Pathology News

✔

✔

A New NHS Pathology
Service for the Black Country

✔

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

(see also page 7)
October 2018

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country

DO NOT...

Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

• Distort the logo.
• Re-colour the logo.

✗

✗

NB: this element is not and must not be used in a manner which might make it appear as an
alternative or ‘rival’ to the standard NHS format logo.

✗

It should not normally appear more than once on any one page.
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Strapline and Credits
Strapline
Our strapline “NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country” is optional, but should be used wherever
possible.
• It should normally appear in the font Frutiger bold italic.
• It should normally be coloured NHS Light Green.
• It should normally appear in the footer of a document, preferably in the bottom left corner.
• It should normally appear on one line where possible.

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country

✔

Credit text
The credit text listing the NHS trusts which provide the Black Country Pathology Service must appear
somewhere on all documents using this wording:
“Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust, The
Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.”
• Normally it would appear towards the bottom of a page in small print.
• Text should be in Frutiger roman, normally between 6pt and 8pt in size.
• It may appear on one or more lines as most visually appropriate.
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust, The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

✔

Creating a footer
Often the best way to use the credit and strapline elements will be to combine them into a ‘footer’ at
the bottom of a page. In this manner may also be combined with the wave design and optionally the
BCPS initials, as in the examples below.
✔

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

✔

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.
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The use of colour
Only NHS brand colours may be used with the BCPS brand.
The BCPS colours are drawn from the Level 1 range of NHS blues and the Level 3 range of NHS support
Greens.
Black, neutral greys and white are also permitted.
Paler tints of the NHS blues and NHS greens are also allowed.
The NHS brand also has permitted ranges of highlight colours. However, these do not form part of the
core BCPS colour palette. They may be used, but only sparingly and only where it is essential to extend
the range of colours – for example to differentiate sections in a publication, or where extra colours are
needed for a diagram. Where additional colours are needed, these must be taken from the NHS colour
palette unless there is some very specific reason to do otherwise.

Level 1 NHS blues

NHS Dark Blue
Pantone: 287
CMYK: 100/75/2/18
RGB: 0/48/135
#003087

NHS Blue
Pantone: 300
CMYK: 99/50/0/0
RGB: 0/94/184
#005EB8

NHS Bright Blue
Pantone: 285
CMYK: 90/48/0/0
RGB: 0/114/206
#0072CE

NHS Light Blue
Pantone: 298
CMYK: 67/2/0/0
RGB: 65/182/230
#41B6E6

NHS Light Green
Pantone: 368
CMYK: 65/0/100/0
RGB: 120/190/32
#78BE20

NHS Aqua Green
Pantone: 3272
CMYK: 94/0/48/0
RGB: 0/164/153
#00A499

NHS Aqua Blue
Pantone: 312
CMYK: 88/0/11/0
RGB: 0/169/206
#00A9CE

Level 3 NHS support greens

NHS Dark Green
Pantone: 342
CMYK: 93/10/75/43
RGB: 0/103/71
#006747

NHS Green
Pantone: 355
CMYK: 91/0/100/0
RGB: 0/150/57
#009639

Sample tints
100%

100%

75%

75%

50%

50%

25%

25%

10%
NHS Blue

10%
NHS Green

For further information see:
www.england.nhs.uk/nhsidentity/identity-guidelines/colours/
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The use of type
The core NHS font is Frutiger.
This should be used for all professionally produced publications and signage.

Frutiger roman
Frutiger italic
Frutiger bold
Frutiger bold italic
For internally produced documents, Frutiger may not be available. It is therefore necessary to use the
secondary NHS font, Arial, which is generally available on all computers.

Arial regular
Arial italic
Arial bold
Arial bold italic
• Do not use any other fonts.
• Do not distort type
• Ensure type is at a legible size
• Ensure type colour has good contrast with the background.
• Avoid type effects such as ‘3D’ or shadows.
For further information see:
www.england.nhs.uk/nhsidentity/identity-guidelines/fonts/
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Email signatures
Please use the standard format email signature, example shown below:

In order to use this signature you may need to create it within the specific email software you use. To
help with this a full specification is shown below.
Specification
Name [12pt Arial bold]
Job title, Department [11pt Arial regular - 2 elements on one line where possible, separated by comma]
[line space]
Black Country Pathology Services [12pt Arial bold]
Supporting ‘Name of Trust’ [11pt Arial italic - NB potentially this line is optional]
[Insert graphic on one line - it already has space around it so no extra needed]
T: your telephone number [11pt Arial regular with 'T:' in bold]
M: your mobile number [11pt Arial regular with 'M:' in bold]
E: your NHS email address [11pt Arial regular with 'E:' in bold]
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Writing style and conventions
Use words which are as simple and accessible as possible. Avoid jargon, acronyms and unnecessary
technical language, especially in material intended for the general public or non-specialists.
Where it is necessary to use abbreviations make sure they are defined when first used (e.g. ‘This is the
brand for Black Country Pathology Services (BCPS). BCPS is a pathology service.’)
Keep capitalisation to a minimum. Normally, especially in the main body of text and sub-headings, only
proper nouns and the first word in a sentence should be capitalised.
Keep the use of ALL CAPITALS to a minimum. It actually makes text harder to read, and may be
considered rude or aggressive, especially in online communication.
Numbers up to ten should normally be spelt out in full (e.g. ‘four’, ‘seven’) and numbers of 11 and
above written in figures (e.g. ‘25’, ‘554’). However, numbers which form part of a measurement or
quantity should always be expressed in figures (e.g. ‘9mm’, ‘5mL’).
For further information see
www.england.nhs.uk/nhsidentity/identity-guidelines/tone-of-voice

The use of images
Ensure images are representative in terms of gender, race, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion,
belief, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, marital and civil partnership status.
Where possible, photography should feature real NHS patients and staff.
Ensure the appropriate consent is obtained and records are kept.
Use your discretion and judgement when choosing suitable images.
Avoid poor quality photographs and clip art.
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Some Examples
BCPS Pathology News

BCPS Garlic Challenge

Garlic Challenge

Pathology News
Staff edition | November 2018

BCPS is Go...
We finally have a single Pathology organisation moving forward within
the Black Country. Thanks to everyone who has put in so much work to
help with the TUPE process, followed by detailed work on making sure
things on the ground actually work.
During October many new areas of activity had to be undertaken to
ensure that simple things like staff pay runs smoothly. This BCPS Pathology
News is the first of a regular magazine style communication to all our
staff. There will be other editions of BCPS Pathology News targeted to
those who we work within General Practice, Community and Mental
Health. We will also be producing special editions for those who refer
work to us from other Trusts around the country.
We will include news stories from our pathology laboratories. Timely and
relevant communication will be an important in taking forward BCPS in
coming years.

Instructions for perfect overwintered garlic

In this issue

Garlic needs a cold dormant period and is best planted in the autumn in well-drained soil.
Never plant in ground that has had onions the previous year.

IT Moves Forward

your garlic in October/November in a sunny position. Garlic can be planted in a
1 Plant
border/vegetable patch, greenhouse or even a large pot.

Read all about the Clinisys
information system
page 3

BCPS Introductory
Meetings
page 2

The Garlic Challenge!
Claim your cloves now
page 4

Our BCPS Brand
page 4

Sporting Pathology
page 3

BCPS Report cover

A new NHS Pathology
Service for the Black Country

the cloves 4 cm below the surface, root down (pointy end up) 6 inches apart. Soil
2 Place
underneath should be loose to allow for root development.
your garlic during dry periods and keep free of weeds. Stop watering once the
3 Water
leaves start to yellow.

4 Harvest when the lower leaves start to yellow and fold, from mid-May.

Further growing tips will be posted on BCPS social media. We encourage you to post
photos of your developing garlic.

Challenge
card number:
..........

Key Contact
Points for BCPS
Dr Paul Harrison
BCPS Clinical Director
paul@blackcountrypathology.org.uk

Graham Danks
BCPS Operational Group
Manager
graham@blackcountrypathology.org.uk

Philippa Patel

Paul Harrison (Clinical Director BCPS), Lisa Gibbons (BCPS HR Project Lead)
and Graham Danks (Black Country Pathology Group Operational Manager)

October 2018

PA to Pathology Director &
Operational Manager
Tel: 01902 695297
philippa@blackcountrypathology.org.uk

BCPS Pathology News | November 2018 | Page 1

BCPS Letterhead

NHS Pathology
Serving the Black Country

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust, The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

BCPS Report cover

BCPS Form

Medical
M
edical staff
stafff lleave
eave request
request form
form
Name:
Name:

A new NHS Pathology
Service for the Black Country

Base:
Base:
Leave Year
Year Dates
Dates
Leave
Date
Da
te of
of leave:
leave: From:
F ro m :

To:
To:

Total
working
Total no.
no. of
of w
orking days:
days:
Type
Type of
of leave
le a v e

Annual
Annual
Leave
Leave

Study
St
udy
Leave
Leav
e

Professional
Professional
Leave
Leave

No.
remaining in
in current
current year/study
No. of
of days
days leave
leave remaining
year/study leave
leave cycle
c y c le
(excluding
(excluding this
this request)
request)
Name
Name of
of consultant
consultant providing
providing cover:
co ve r:
(Identify Consultant
(Identify
Consultant by
by name,
name, or
or cancellation
cancellation notified)
n o tifie d )
On-Call:
On-Call:
sessions:
Lab sessions:
Out-patient
Ou
t-patient sessions:
sessions:
Managerial
duties:
Ma
n a g e r ia l d
u tie s :

October 2018
NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country

Signature
Si
gnature of Consultant
Consultant
providing
providing cover:
cover
er:
Approved/Denied
Approved/Denied – reason:
reason:

Date
Da
te :

Signed:
Si
gned:
Clinical
Cl
inical Director
Director
of local
BCPS
local B
CPS site
s ite

Date
Da
te :

Signed:
Signed:
Clinical
Clinical

Date
Date :

Director
Director
BCPS
BCPS
Applicant
by :
Applicant notified
notified by

Date
Date

Please
Patel,
BCPS
Admin.
Please scan
scan and
and email
email to
to Philippa
Philippa Pa
tel, BC
PS Ad
min. Manager
Manager – philippa.patel@nhs.net
philippa.patel@nhs.net

Provided by Sandwell and West Birmingham NHS Trust, The Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust,
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust and Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust.

BCPS Powerpoint header slide

AN
New
ew Pa
Pathology
thology Service
Service
ffor
or tthe
he Black
Black Country
Country
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BCPS Powerpoint slide

AN
New
ew Pathology
Pathology Service
Service
•• FFor
or the
the Black
Black Country
Country
•• Pro
Provided
vided by
by the
the NHS
NHS
•• Just
Just for
for you
you
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